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Abstract

In a data center, an IO from an application to distributed storage traverses not only the network, but also several software stages with diverse functionality. This set of ordered stages is known as the storage or IO stack. Stages include caches, hypervisors, IO schedulers, file systems, and device drivers. Indeed, in a typical data center, the number of these stages is often larger than the number of network hops to the destination. Yet, while packet routing is fundamental to networks, no notion of IO routing exists on the storage stack. The path of an IO to an endpoint is predetermined and hard-coded. This forces IO with different needs (e.g., requiring different caching or replica selection) to flow through a one-size-fits-all IO stack structure, resulting in an ossified IO stack.

This paper proposes sRoute, an architecture that provides a routing abstraction for the storage stack. sRoute comprises a centralized control plane and “sSwitches” on the data plane. The control plane sets the forwarding rules in each sSwitch to route IO requests at runtime based on application-specific policies. A key strength of our architecture is that it works with unmodified applications and VMs. This paper shows significant benefits of customized IO routing to data center tenants (e.g., a factor of ten for tail IO latency, more than 60% better throughput for a customized replication protocol and a factor of two in throughput for customized caching).

1 Introduction

An application’s IO stack is rich in stages providing compute, network, and storage functionality. These stages include guest OSes, file systems, hypervisors, network appliances, and distributed storage with caches and schedulers. Indeed, there are over 18+ types of stages on a typical data center IO stack [53]. Furthermore, most IO stacks support the injection of new stages with new functionality using filter drivers common in most OSes [18, 34, 38], or appliances over the network [48].

Controlling or programming how IOs flow through this stack is hard if not impossible, for tenants and service providers alike. Once an IO enters the system, the path to its endpoint is pre-determined and static. It must pass through all stages on the way to the endpoint. A new stage with new functionality means a longer path with added latency for every IO. As raw storage and networking speeds improve, the length of the IO stack is increasingly becoming a new bottleneck [43]. Furthermore, the IO stack stages have narrow interfaces and operate in isolation. Unlocking functionality often requires coordinating the functionality of multiple such stages. These reasons lead to applications running on a general-purpose IO stack that cannot be tuned to any of their specific needs, or to one-off customized implementations that require application and system rewrite.

This paper’s main contribution is experimenting with applying a well-known networking primitive, routing, to the storage stack. IO routing provides the ability to dynamically change the path and destination of an IO, like a read or write, at runtime. Control plane applications use IO routing to provide customized data plane functionality for tenants and data center services.

Consider three specific examples of how routing is useful. In one example, a load balancing service selectively routes write requests to go to less-loaded servers, while ensuring read requests are always routed to the latest version of the data (§5.1). In another example, a control application provides per-tenant throughput versus latency tradeoffs for replication update propagation, by using IO routing to set a tenant’s IO read- and write-set at runtime (§5.2). In a third example, a control application can route requests to per-tenant caches to maintain cache isolation (§5.3).

IO routing is challenging because the storage stack is stateful. Routing a write IO through one path to endpoint A and a subsequent read IO through a different path or to a different endpoint B needs to be mindful of application consistency needs. Another key challenge is
data plane efficiency. Changing the path of an IO at runtime requires determining where on the data plane to insert sSwitches to minimize the number of times an IO traverses them, as well as to minimize IO processing times.

sRoute’s approach builds on the IOFlow storage architecture [53]. IOFlow already provides a separate control plane for storage traffic and a logically centralized controller with global visibility over the data center topology. As an analogy to networking, sRoute builds on IOFlow just like software-defined networking (SDN) functions build on OpenFlow [35]. IOFlow also made a case for request routing. However, it only explored the concept of bypassing stages along the IO path, and did not consider the full IO routing spectrum where the path and endpoint can also change, leading to consistency concerns. This paper provides a more complete routing abstraction.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose an IO routing abstraction for the IO stack.
- sRoute provides per-IO and per-flow routing configuration updates with strong semantic guarantees.
- sRoute provides an efficient control plane. It does so by distributing the control plane logic required for IO routing using delegate functions.
- We report on our experience in building three control applications using IO routing: tail latency control, replica set control, and file caching control.

The results of our evaluation demonstrate that data center tenants benefit significantly from IO stack customization. The benefits can be provided to today’s unmodified tenant applications and VMs. Furthermore, writing specialized control applications is straightforward because they use a common IO routing abstraction.

## 2 Routing types and challenges

The data plane, or IO stack comprises all the stages an IO request traverses from an application until it reaches its destination. For example, a read to a file will traverse a guest OS’ file system, buffer cache, scheduler, then similar stages in the hypervisor, followed by OSes, file systems, caches and device drivers on remote storage servers. We define per-IO routing in this context as the ability to control the IO’s endpoint as well as the path to that endpoint. The first question is what the above definition means for storage semantics. A second question is whether IO routing is a useful abstraction.

To address the first question, we looked at a large set of storage system functionalities and distilled from them three types of IO routing that make sense semantically in the storage stack. Figure 1 illustrates these three types. In endpoint routing, IO from a source to a destination file is routed to another destination file. In waypoint routing, IOs from sources to a file are first routed to a specialized stage. In scatter routing, IOs from a source are routed to a subset of data replicas.

This paper makes the case that IO routing is a useful abstraction. We show that many specialized functions on the storage stack can be recast as routing problems. Our hypothesis when we started this work was that, because routing is inherently programmable and dynamic, we could substitute hard-coded one-off implementations with one common routing core. Table 1 shows a diverse set of such storage stack functionalities, categorized according to the type of IO routing that enables them.

### Endpoint routing
Routes IO from a single-source application to a file to another file. The timing of the routing and operation semantics is dictated by the control logic. For example, write requests could go to the new endpoint and reads could be controlled to go to the old or new endpoints. Endpoint routing enables functionality such as improving tail latency [14, 41], copy-on-write [21, 42, 46], file versioning [37], and data reencoding [1]. These policies have in common the need

### Scatter routing
Routes IO from a single-source file to a subset of data replicas. This is useful when one wants to replicate the data at a subset of data replicas. For example, in a block storage use-case, one could choose to replicate data to a small subset of data replicas, which is useful for disaster recovery. Scatter routing is useful for functionalities such as data redundancy and data localization.

### Waypoint routing
Routes IO from a single-source to a waypoint stage with specialized functionality, for example a file cache or scheduler. This is useful when one wants to route IO to a specialized stage. For example, in a block storage use-case, one could choose to route IO to a file cache or scheduler. This is useful for functionalities such as data versioning, data replication, and data reencoding.

#### Table 1: Examples of specialized functionality and the type of IO routing (E)ndpoint, (W)aypoint and (S)catter that enables them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>How IO routing helps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Route IO to less loaded servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy-on-write</td>
<td>Route writes to new location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File versioning</td>
<td>Route IO to right version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Route reads to all replicas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache size guarantee</td>
<td>Route to specialized cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadline policies</td>
<td>Route to specialized scheduler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Route writes to replica subset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximize throughput</td>
<td>Route selected IOs to loggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimize latency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logging/Debugging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Three types of IO routing: endpoint, waypoint and scatter. p, r refer to sources such as VMs or containers. X, Y, Z are endpoints such as files. W represents a waypoint stage with specialized functionality, for example a file cache or scheduler.
for a dynamic mechanism that changes the endpoint of new data and routes IO to the appropriate endpoint. Section §5.1 shows how we implement tail latency control using endpoint routing.

**Waypoint routing.** Routes IO from a multi-source application \( \{p, r\} \) to a file \( X \) through an intermediate waypoint stage \( W \). \( W \) could be a file cache or scheduler. Waypoint routing enables specialized appliance processing [48]. These policies need a dynamic mechanism to inject specialized waypoint stages or appliances along the stack and to selectively route IO to those stages. Section §5.3 shows how we implement file cache control using waypoint routing.

**Scatter routing.** Scatters IO from file \( X \) to additional endpoints \( Y \) and \( Z \). The control logic dictates which subset of endpoints to read data from and write data to. Scatter routing enables specialized replication and erasure coding policies [33, 51] These policies have in common the need for a dynamic mechanism to choose which endpoint to write to and read from. This control enables programmable tradeoffs around throughput and update propagation latency. Section §5.2 shows how we implement replica set control using scatter routing.

### 2.1 Challenges

IO routing is challenging for several reasons:

**Consistent system-wide configuration updates.** IO routing requires a control-plane mechanism for changing the path of an IO request. The mechanism needs to coordinate the forwarding rules in each sSwitch in the data plane. Any configuration changes must not lead to system instability, where an IO's semantic guarantees are violated by having it flow through an incorrect path.

**Metadata consistency.** IO routing allows read and write IOs to be sent to potentially different endpoints. Several applications benefit from this flexibility. Some applications, however, have stricter consistency requirements and require, for example, that a read always follow the path of a previous write. A challenge is keeping track of the data's latest location. Furthermore, IO routing metadata needs to coexist consistently with metadata in the rest of the system. The guest file system, for example, has a mapping of files to blocks and the hypervisor has a mapping of blocks to virtual disks on an (often) remote storage backend. The backend could be a distributed system of its own with a metadata service mapping files or chunks to file systems to physical drives.

**File system semantics.** Some file system functionality (such as byte-range file locking when multiple clients access the same file) depends on consulting file system state to determine the success and semantics of individual IO operations. The logic and state that dictates the semantics of these operations resides inside the file system, at the destination endpoint of these IOs. IO routing needs to maintain the same file system functionality and semantics in the storage stack.

**Efficiency.** Providing IO stack customization requires a different way of building specialized functionality. We move away from an architecture that hard-codes functionality on the IO stack to an architecture that dynamically directs IOs to specialized stages. Any performance overheads incurred must be minimal.

### 3 Design

Figure 2 shows sRoute’s architecture. It is composed of *sSwitches* on the data plane, that change the route of IOs according to forwarding rules. *sSwitches* are programmable through a simple API with four calls shown in Table 2. The *sSwitches* forward IOs to other file destinations, the controller, or to specialized stages (e.g., one that implements a particular caching algorithm). **A control plane** with a logically-centralized controller specifies the location of the *sSwitches* and inserts forwarding rules in them. Specialized **stages** take an IO as an input, perform operations on its payload and return the IO back to the sSwitch for further forwarding.

#### 3.1 Baseline architecture

The baseline system architecture our design builds on is that of an enterprise data center. Each tenant is allocated VMs or containers\(^1\) and runs arbitrary applications or services in them. Network and storage are virtualized and VMs are unaware of their topology and properties.

The baseline system is assumed to already have separate control and data planes and builds on the IOFlow architecture [53]. That architecture provides support for flow-based classification and queuing and communication of basic per-flow statistics to a controller.

#### 3.2 Design goals

sRoute’s design targets several goals. First, we want a solution that does not involve application or VM changes. Applications have limited visibility of the data center’s IO stack. This paper takes the view that data center services are better positioned for IO stack customization. These are then exposed to applications through new

\(^1\)This paper’s implementation uses VMs.
types of service level agreements (SLA), e.g., guaranteeing better throughput and latency. Second, data-plane performance overheads should be minimal. Third, the control plane should be flexible and allow for a diverse set of application policies.

The rest of this section focuses on the sSwitches and the control plane interfaces to them. Section 5 focuses on control applications. Figure 3 provides the construct definitions used in the rest of the paper.

### 3.3 sSwitches on the data plane

An sSwitch is a special stage that is inserted into the IO stack (data plane) to provide IO routing. An sSwitch forwards IO according to rules specified by the control plane. A forwarding rule contains two parts: an IO header and an action or delegate function. IO packets are matched against the IO header, and the associated delegate in the first successful rule match executes (hence, the order of installed rules matters). In the simplest form, this delegate returns a set of stages where the IO should next be directed. For example, routing all traffic from VM1 for file X on server S1 to file Y on server S2 can be represented with this rule:

1: < VM1, *, /S1/X > → (return < IO, /S2/Y >)

An sSwitch implements four control plane API calls as shown in Table 2. The APIs allow the control plane to Insert a forwarding rule, or Delete it. Rules can be changed dynamically by two entities on the control plane: the controller, or a control Delegate function.

As defined in Figure 3, the IO header is a tuple containing the source of an IO, the operation, and the file affected. The source of an IO can be a process or a VM uniquely authenticated through a security identifier. The destination is a file in a (possibly remote) share or directory. Building on IOFlow’s classification mechanism [53] allows an sSwitch to have visibility over all the above and other relevant IO header entries at any point in the IO stack (without IOFlow, certain header entries such as the source, could be lost or overwritten as IO flows through the system).

The operation can be one of read, write, create or delete. Wildcards and longest prefix matching can be used to find a match on the IO header. A default match rule sends an IO to its original destination. A detour location could be a file (e.g., another file on a different server from the original IO’s destination), a stage on the path to the endpoint (example rule 1 below), or the centralized controller (example rule 2 below that sends the IO header for all writes from VM2 to the controller):

1: < VM1, *, /S1/X > → (return < IO, /S2/C >)
2: < VM2, w, * > → (return < IOHeader, Controller >)

The sSwitch is responsible for transmitting the full IO or just its header to a set of stages. The response does not have to flow through the same path as the request, as

---

**Table 2: Control API to the sSwitch.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insert (IOHeader, Delegate)</td>
<td>Creates a new fwd. rule matching the IO header, using dynamic control delegate to look up destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete (IOHeader)</td>
<td>Deletes all rules matching the header</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiesce (IOHeader, Boolean)</td>
<td>Blocks or unblocks incoming IO matching IO header when Boolean is true or false respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain (IOHeader)</td>
<td>Drains all pending IOs matching the IO header</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Figure 3: Construct definitions.
long as it reaches the initiating source\(^3\).

Unlike in networking, the sSwitch needs to perform more work than just forwarding. It also needs to prepare the endpoint stages to accept IO, which is unique to storage. When a rule is first installed, the sSwitch needs to open a file connection to the endpoint stages, in anticipation of IO arriving. The sSwitch needs to create it and take care of any namespace conflicts with existing files (§4). Open and create operations are expensive synchronous metadata operations. There is an inherent tradeoff between lazy file creation upon the first IO arriving and file creation upon rule installation. The former avoids unnecessarily creating files for rules that do not have any IO matching them, but upon a match the first IO incurs a large latency. The latter avoids the latency but could create several empty files. The exact tradeoff penalties depend on the file systems used. By default this paper implements the latter, but ideally this decision would also be programmable (but it is not so yet.)

sSwitches implement two additional control plane APIs. A Quiesce call is used to block any further requests with the same IO header from propagating further. The implementation of this call builds on the lower-level IOFlow API that sets the token rate on a queue [53]. Open and create operations are expensive synchronous metadata operations. There is an inherent tradeoff between lazy file creation upon the first IO arriving and file creation upon rule installation. The former avoids unnecessarily creating files for rules that do not have any IO matching them, but upon a match the first IO incurs a large latency. The latter avoids the latency but could create several empty files. The exact tradeoff penalties depend on the file systems used. By default this paper implements the latter, but ideally this decision would also be programmable (but it is not so yet.)

sSwitches implement two additional control plane APIs. A Quiesce call is used to block any further requests with the same IO header from propagating further. The implementation of this call builds on the lower-level IOFlow API that sets the token rate on a queue [53]. Quiesce is called on open file handles to drain any pending files (§4). Open and create operations are expensive synchronous metadata operations. There is an inherent tradeoff between lazy file creation upon the first IO arriving and file creation upon rule installation. The former avoids unnecessarily creating files for rules that do not have any IO matching them, but upon a match the first IO incurs a large latency. The latter avoids the latency but could create several empty files. The exact tradeoff penalties depend on the file systems used. By default this paper implements the latter, but ideally this decision would also be programmable (but it is not so yet.)

sSwitches implement two additional control plane APIs. A Quiesce call is used to block any further requests with the same IO header from propagating further. The implementation of this call builds on the lower-level IOFlow API that sets the token rate on a queue [53]. Quiesce is called on open file handles to drain any pending files (§4). Open and create operations are expensive synchronous metadata operations. There is an inherent tradeoff between lazy file creation upon the first IO arriving and file creation upon rule installation. The former avoids unnecessarily creating files for rules that do not have any IO matching them, but upon a match the first IO incurs a large latency. The latter avoids the latency but could create several empty files. The exact tradeoff penalties depend on the file systems used. By default this paper implements the latter, but ideally this decision would also be programmable (but it is not so yet.)

sSwitches implement two additional control plane APIs. A Quiesce call is used to block any further requests with the same IO header from propagating further. The implementation of this call builds on the lower-level IOFlow API that sets the token rate on a queue [53]. Quiesce is called on open file handles to drain any pending files (§4). Open and create operations are expensive synchronous metadata operations. There is an inherent tradeoff between lazy file creation upon the first IO arriving and file creation upon rule installation. The former avoids unnecessarily creating files for rules that do not have any IO matching them, but upon a match the first IO incurs a large latency. The latter avoids the latency but could create several empty files. The exact tradeoff penalties depend on the file systems used. By default this paper implements the latter, but ideally this decision would also be programmable (but it is not so yet.)

3sSwitches cannot direct IO responses to sources that did not initiate the IO. Finding scenarios that need such source routing and the mechanism for doing so is future work.

of VMs to a specialized cache C residing on a remote machine connected to the hypervisors through a fast RDMA network. The controller knows the topology of the data paths from each VM to C and injects sSwitches at each hypervisor. It then programs each sSwitch as follows:

1: for \( i \leftarrow 1, 10 \) do
2: Quiesce (<\( VM_i, *, /S_1/X >\), true)
3: Drain(<\( VM_i, *, /S_1/X >\))
4: Insert(<\( VM_i, *, /S_1/X >\), (return <IO, /server \( S_2/C >))
5: Quiesce(<\( VM_i, *, /S_1/X >\), false)

The first two lines are needed to complete any IOs in-flight. This is done so that the sSwitch does not need to keep any extra metadata to know which IOs are on the old path. That metadata would be needed, for example, to route a newly arriving read request to the old path since a previous write request might have been buffered in an old cache on that path. The delegate in line 4 simply returns the cache stage. The controller also injects an sSwitch at server \( S_2 \) where the specialized cache resides, so that any requests that miss in cache are sent further to the file system of server \( S_1 \). The rule at \( S_2 \) matches IOs from C for file X and forwards them to server \( S_1 \):

1: Insert(<\( C, *, /S_1/X >\), (return <IO, /S_1/X >))

The second control application improves a tenant’s tail latency and illustrates a more complex control delegate. The policy states that queue sizes across servers should be balanced. This policy is part of a case study detailed in Section 5.1. When a load burst arrives at a server \( S_1 \) from a source \( VM_1 \) the control application decides to temporarily forward that load to a less busy server \( S_2 \). The controller can choose to insert an sSwitch in the \( VM_1 \)’s hypervisor or at the storage server \( S_1 \). The latter means that IOs go to \( S_1 \) as before and \( S_1 \) forwards them to \( S_2 \). To avoid this extra network hop the controller chooses the former. It then calls the following functions to insert rules in the sSwitch:

1: Insert(<\( VM_1, w, /S_1/X >\), (F(); return <IO, /S_1/X >))
2: Insert(<\( VM_1, r, /S_1/X >\), (return <IO, /S_1/X >))

The rules specify that writes “w” are forwarded to the new server, whereas reads “r” are still forwarded to the old server. This application demands that reads return the latest version of the data. When subsequently a write for the first 512KB of data arrives\(^4\), the delegate function updates the read rule through function \( F() \) whose body is shown below:

1: Delete(<\( VM_1, r, /S_1/X >\))
2: Insert(<\( VM_1, r, /S_1/X, 0, 512KB >\), (return <IO, /S_1/X >))
3: Insert(<\( VM_1, r, /S_1/X >\), (return <IO, /S_1/X >))

Note that quiescing and draining are not needed in this

---

\(^3\)sSwitches cannot direct IO responses to sources that did not initiate the IO. Finding scenarios that need such source routing and the mechanism for doing so is future work.

\(^4\)The request’s start offset and data length are part of the IO header.
scenario since the sSwitch is keeping the metadata necessary (in the form of new rules) to route a request correctly. A subsequent read for a range between 0 and 512KB will match the rule in line 2 and will be sent to $S_2$. Note that sSwitch matches on byte ranges as well, so a read for a range between 0 and 1024KB will be now split into two reads. The sSwitch maintains enough buffer space to coalesce the responses.

3.4.1 Delegates

The above examples showed instances of control delegates. Control delegates are restricted control plane functions that are installed at sSwitches for control plane efficiency. In the second example above, the path of an IO depends on the workload. Write requests can potentially change the location of a subsequent read. One way to handle this would be for all requests to be sent by the sSwitch to the controller using the following alternate rules and delegate function:

1: Insert (<VM1, w, /S1/X>, (return <IO, Controller>))
2: Insert (<VM1, r, /S1/X>, (return <IO, Controller>))

The controller would then serialize and forward them to the appropriate destination. Clearly, this is inefficient, bottlenecking the IO stack at the controller. Instead, the controller uses restricted delegate functions that make control decisions locally at the sSwitches.

This paper assumes a non-malicious controller, however the design imposes certain functionality restrictions on the delegates to help guard against accidental errors. In particular, delegate functions may only call the APIs in Table 2 and may not otherwise keep or create any other state. They may insert or delete rules, but may not rewrite the IO header or IO data. That is important since the IO header contains entries such as source security descriptor that are needed for file access control to work in the rest of the system. These restrictions allow us to consider the delegates as a natural extension of the centralized controller. Simple programming language checks and passing the IO as read-only to the delegate enforce these restrictions. As part of future work we intend to explore stronger verification of control plane correctness properties, much like similar efforts in networking [27].

3.5 Consistent rule updates

Forwarding rule updates could lead to instability in the system. This section introduces the notion of consistent rule updates. These updates preserve well-defined storage-specific properties. Similar to networking [45] storage has two different consistency requirements: per-IO and per-flow.

**Per-IO consistency.** Per-IO consistent updates require that each IO flows either through an old set of rules or an updated set of rules, but not through a stack that is composed of old and new paths. The Quiesce and Drain calls in the API in Table 2 are sufficient to provide per-IO consistent updates.

**Per-flow consistency.** Many application require a stream of IOs to behave consistently. For example, an application might require that a read request obtains the data from the latest previous write request. In cases where the same source sends both requests, then per-IO consistency also provides per-flow consistency. However, the second request can arrive from a different source, like a second VM in the distributed system. In several basic scenarios, it is sufficient for the centralized controller to serialize forwarding rule updates. The controller disseminates the rules to all sSwitches in two phases. In the first phase, the controller quiesces and drains requests going to the old paths and, in the second phase, the controller updates the forwarding rules.

However, a key challenge are scenarios where delegate functions create new rules. This complicates update consistency since serializing these new rules through the controller is inefficient when rules are created frequently (e.g., for every write request). In these cases, control applications attempt to provide all serialization through the sSwitches themselves. They do so as follows. First, they consult the topology map to identify points of serialization along the IO path. The topology map identifies common stages among multiple IO sources on their IO stack. For example, if two clients are reading and writing to the same file $X$, the control application has the option of inserting two sSwitches with delegate functions close to the two sources to direct both clients’ IOs to $Y$. This option is shown in Figure 4(a). The sSwitches would then need to use two-phase commit between themselves to keep rules in sync, as shown in the Figure. This localizes updates to participating sSwitches, thus avoiding the need for the controller to get involved.

A second option would be to insert a single sSwitch close to $X$ (e.g., at the storage server) that forwards IO to $Y$. This option is shown in Figure 4(b). A third option would be to insert an sSwitch at $Y$ that forwards IO back to $X$ if the latest data is not on $Y$. This type of forwarding rule can be thought of as implementing backpointers. Note that two additional sSwitches are needed close to the source to forward all traffic, i.e., reads and writes, to $Y$, however these sSwitches do not need to perform two-phase commit. The choice between the last two options
depends on the workload. If the control application ex-
pects that most IO will go to the new file the third option
would eliminate an extra network hop.

3.6 Fault tolerance and availability

This section analyzes new potential risks on fault tole-
rance and availability induced by our system. Data con-
tinues to be N-way replicated for fault tolerance and its
fault tolerance is the same as in the original system.

First, the controller service is new in our architecture.
The service can be replicated for availability using stan-
dard Paxos-like techniques [31]. If the controller is tem-
porarily unavailable, the implication on the rest of the
system is at worst slower performance, but correctness is
not affected. For example, IO that matches rules that re-
quire transmission to the controller will be blocked until
the controller recovers.

Second, our design introduces new metadata in the
form of forwarding rules at sSwitches. It is a design goal
to maintain all state at sSwitches as soft-state to simplify
recovery — also there are cases where sSwitches do not
have any local storage available to persist data. The con-
troller itself persists all the forwarding rules before in-
stalling them at sSwitches. The controller can choose to
replicate the forwarding rules, e.g., using 3-way replica-
tion (using storage space available to the controller —
either locally or remotely).

However, forwarding rules created at the control del-
egates pose a challenge because they need persisting.
sroute has two options to address this challenge. The
first is for the controller to receive all delegate updates
synchronously, ensure they are persisted and then return
control to the delegate function. This option involves the
controller on the critical path. The second option (the
default) is for the delegate rules to be stored with the for-
warded IO data. A small header is prepended to each
IO containing the updated rule. On sSwitch failure, the
controller knows which servers IO has been forwarded to
and recovers all persisted forwarding rules from them.

Third, sSwitches introduce new code along the IO
stack, thus increasing its complexity. When sSwitches
are implemented in the kernel (see Section 4), an sSwitch
failure may cause the entire server to fail. We have kept
the code footprint of sSwitches small and we plan to in-
vestigate software verification techniques in the future to
guard against such failures.

3.7 Design limitations

In the course of working with sroute we have identi-
fied several design limitations. First, sroute currently
lacks any verification tools that could help programmers.
For example, it is possible to write incorrect control ap-
lications that route IOs to arbitrary locations, resulting
in data loss. Thus, the routing flexibility is powerful,
but unchecked. There are well-known approaches in net-
working, such as header space analysis [27], that we be-
lieve could also apply to storage, but we have not inves-
tigated them yet.

Second, we now have experience with SDN con-
trollers and SDS controllers like the one in this paper.
It would be desirable to have a control plane that un-
derstands both the network and storage. For example,
it is currently possible to get into inconsistent end-to-end
policies when the storage controller decides to send data
from server A to B while the network controller decides
to block any data from A going to B. Unifying the con-
trol plane across resources is an important area for future
work.

4 Implementation

An sSwitch is implemented partly in kernel-level and
partly in user-level. The kernel part is written in C
and its functionality is limited to partial IO classifica-
tion through longest prefix matching and forwarding within
the same server. The user-level part implements further
sub-file-range classification using hash tables. It also im-
plements forwarding IO to remote servers. An sSwitch
is a total of 25 kLOC.

Routing within a server’s IO stack. Our implementa-
tion makes use of the filter driver architecture in Win-
dows [39]. Each filter driver implements a stage in the
kernel and is uniquely identified using an altitude ID in
the IO stack. The kernel part of the sSwitch automati-
cally attaches control code to the beginning of each filter
driver processing. Bypassing a stage is done by simply
returning from the driver early. Going through a stage
means going through all the driver code.
Routing across remote servers. To route an IO to an arbitrary remote server’s stage, the kernel part of the sSwitch first performs an upcall sending the IO to the user-level part of the sSwitch. That part then transmits the IO to a remote detour location using TCP or RDMA (default) through the SMB file system protocol. On the remote server, an sSwitch intercepts the arriving packet and routes it to a stage within that server.

sSwitch and stage identifiers. An sSwitch is a stage and has the same type of identifier. A stage is identified by a server host name and a driver name. The driver name is a tuple of <device driver name, device name, altitude>. The altitude is an index into the set of drivers or user-level stages attached to a device.

Other implementation details. For the case studies in this paper, it has been sufficient to inject one sSwitch inside the Hyper-V hypervisor in Windows and another on the IO stack of a remote storage server just above the NTFS file system using file system filter drivers [39]. Specialized functionality is implemented entirely in user-level stages in C#. For example, we have implemented a user-level cache (Section 5.3). The controller is also implemented in user-level and communicates with both kernel- and user-level stages through RPCs over TCP.

Routing happens on a per-file basis, at block granularity. Our use cases do not employ any semantic information about the data stored in each block. For control applications that require such information, the functionality would be straightforward to implement, using miniport drivers, instead of filter drivers.

Applications and VMs always run unmodified on our system. However, some applications pass several static hints such as “write through” to the OS using hard-coded flags. The sSwitches intercept open/create calls and can change these flags. In particular, for specialized caching (Section 5.3) the sSwitches disable OS caching by specifying Write-through and No-buffering flags. Caching is then implemented through the control application. To avoid namespace conflict with existing files, sRoute stores files in a reserved “sroute-folder” directory on each server. That directory is exposed to the cluster as an SMB share writable by internal processes only.

Implementation limitations. A current limitation of the implementation is that sSwitches cannot intercept individual IO to memory mapped files. However, they can intercept bulk IO that loads a file to memory and writes pages to disk, which is sufficient for most scenarios.

Another current limitation of our implementation is that it does not support byte-range file locking for multiple clients accessing the same file, while performing endpoint routing. The state to support this functionality is kept in the file system, at the original endpoint of the flow. When the endpoint is changed, this state is unavailable. To support this functionality, the sSwitches can intercept lock/unlock calls and maintain the necessary state, however this is not currently implemented.

The performance range of the current implementation of an sSwitch is illustrated in Figure 5. This throughput includes passing an IO through both kernel and user-level. Two scenarios are shown. In the “Only IO routed” scenario, each IO has a routing rule but an IO’s response is not intercepted by the sSwitch (the response goes straight to the source). In the “Both IO and response routed” scenario both an IO and its response are intercepted by the sSwitch. Intercepting responses is important when the response needs to be routed to a non-default source as well (one of our case studies for caches in Section 5.3 requires response routing). Intercepting an IO’s response in Windows is costly (due to interrupt handling logic beyond the scope of this paper) and the performance difference is a result of the OS, not of the sSwitch. Thus the performance range for small IO is between 50,000-180,000 IOPS which makes sSwitches appropriate for an IO stack that uses disk or SSD backends, but not yet a memory-based stack.

5 Control applications

This section makes three points. First, we show that a diverse set of control applications can be built on top of IO routing. Thus, we show that the programmable routing abstraction can replace one-off hardcoded implementations. We have built and evaluated three control applications implementing tail latency control, replica set control and file cache control. These applications cover each of the detouring types in Table 1. Second, we show that tenants benefit significantly from the IO customization


provided by the control applications. Third, we evaluate data and control plane performance.

**Testbed.** The experiments are run on a testbed with 12 servers, each with 16 Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz cores, 384 GB of RAM and Seagate Constellation 2 disks. The servers run Windows Server 2012 R2 operating system and can act as either Hyper-V hypervisors or as storage servers. Each server has a 40 Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-3 NIC supporting RDMA and connected to a Mellanox MSX1036B-1SFR switch.

**Workloads.** We use three different workloads in this section. The first is TPC-E [55] running over unmodified SQL Server 2012 R2 databases. TPC-E is a transaction processing OLTP workload with small IO sizes. The second workload is a public IO trace from an enterprise Exchange email server [49]. The third workload is IoMeter [23], which we use for controlled micro-benchmarks.

### 5.1 Tail latency control

Tail latency in data centers can be orders of magnitude higher than average latency leading to application unresponsiveness [14]. One of the reasons for high tail latency is that IOs often arrive in bursts. Figure 6 illustrates this behavior in publicly available Exchange server traces [49], showing traffic to three different volumes of the Exchange trace. The difference in load between the most loaded volume and the least loaded volume is two orders of magnitude and lasts for more than 15 minutes.

Data center providers have load balancing solutions for CPU and network traffic [19]. IO to storage on the other hand is difficult to load balance at short timescales because it is stateful. An IO to an overloaded server $S$ must go to $S$ since it changes state there. The first control application addresses the tail latency problem by temporarily forwarding IOs from loaded servers onto less loaded ones while ensuring that a read always accesses the last acknowledged update. This is a type of *endpoint routing*. The functionality provided is similar to Everest [41] but written as a control application that decides when and where to forward to based on global system visibility.

The control application attempts to balance queue sizes at each of the storage servers. To do so, for each storage server, the controller maintains two running averages based on stats it receives$: ReqAvg$, and $ReqRec$. $ReqRec$ is an exponential moving average over the last hour. $ReqRec$ is an average over a sliding window of one minute, meant to capture the workload’s recent request rate. The controller then temporarily forwards IO if:

$$ReqRec > \alpha ReqAvg$$

where $\alpha$ represents the relative increase in request rate that triggers the forwarding. We evaluate the impact of this control application on the Exchange server traces shown in Figure 6, but first we show how we map this scenario into forwarding rules.

There are three flows in this experiment. Three different VMs $VM_{max}$, $VM_{min}$ and $VM_{med}$ on different hypervisors access one of the three volumes in the trace “Max”, “Min” and “Median”. Each volume is mapped to a VHD file $VHD_{max}$, $VHD_{min}$ and $VHD_{med}$ residing on three different servers $S_{max}$, $S_{min}$ and $S_{med}$ respectively. When the controller detects imbalanced load, it forwards write IOs from the VM accessing $S_{max}$ to a temporary file $T$ on server $S_{min}$:

1. $<*, w, //=S_{max}/VHD_{max} >\rightarrow (F(); return IO, //=S_{min}/T >)$
2. $<*, r, //=S_{max}/VHD_{max} >\rightarrow (return IO, //=S_{max}/VHD_{max} >)$

Read IOs follow the path to the most up-to-date data, whose location is updated by the delegate function $F()$ as the write IOs flow through the system. We showed how $F()$ updates the rules in Section 3.4. Thus, the forwarding rules always point a read to the latest version of the data. If no writes have happened yet, all reads by definition go to the old server $VM_{max}$.

The control application may also place a specialized stage $O$ in the new path that implements an optional log-structured layout that converts all writes to streaming writes by writing them sequentially to $S_{min}$. The layout is optional since SSDs already implement it internally and it is most useful for disk-based backends$^6$. The control application in-

---

$^5$ The controller uses IOFlow’s getQueueStats API [53] to gather system-wide statistics for all control applications.

$^6$ We have also implemented a 1:1 layout that uses sparse files, but do not describe it here due to space restrictions.
sSwitch rules with no noticeable overhead. We experimentally triggered one sSwitch failure, and measured that it took approximately 30 seconds to recover the rules from the storage server. The performance benefit obtained is similar to specialized implementations [41]. The CPU overhead at the controller was less than 1%.

5.2 Replica set control

No one replication protocol fits all workloads [1, 33, 51]. Data center services tend to implement one particular choice (e.g., primary-based serialization) and offer it to all workloads passing through the stack (e.g., [7]). One particularly important decision that such an implementation hard-codes is the choice of write-set and read-set for a workload. The write-set specifies the number of servers to contact for a write request. The size of the write-set has implications on request latency (a larger set usually means larger latency). The read-set specifies the number of servers to contact for read requests. A larger read-set usually leads to higher throughput since multiple servers are read in parallel.

The write- and read-sets need to intersect in certain ways to guarantee a chosen level of consistency. For example, in primary-secondary replication, the intersection of the write- and read-sets contains just the primary server. The primary then writes the data to a write-set containing the secondaries. The request is completed once a subset of the write-set has acknowledged it (the entire write-set by default).

The replica set control application provides a configurable write- and read-set. It uses only scatter routing to do so, without any specialized stages. In the next experiment the policy at the control application specifies that if the workload is read-only, then the read-set should be all replicas. However, for correct serialization, if the workload contains writes, all requests must be serialized through the primary, i.e., the read-set should be just the primary replica. In this experiment, the application consists of 10 IoMeters on 10 different hypervisors reading and writing to a 16GB file using 2-way primary-based replication on the disk testbed. IoMeter uses 4KB random-access requests and each IoMeter maintains 4 requests outstanding (MPL).

The control application monitors the read:write ratio of the workload through IOFlow and when it detects it has been read-only for more than 30 seconds (a configurable parameter) it switches the read-set to be all replicas. To do that, it injects sSwitches at each hypervisor and sets up rules to forward reads to a randomly chosen server \( S_{rand} \). This is done through a control delegate that picks the next server at random. To make the switch between old and new rule the controller firsts quiesces.
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writes, then drains them. It then inserts the new read-set rule (rule 1):

1: <*,r, /S1/X > (F():return <IO, /Sread/X >)
2: <*,w,*> (return <IOHeader, Controller >)

The controller is notified of the arrival of any write requests by the rule (2). The controller then proceeds to revert the read-set rule, and restarts the write stream.

Figure 8 shows the results. The performance starts high since the workload is in a read-only state. When the first write arrives at time 25, the controller switches the read-set to contain just the primary. In the third phase starting at time 90, writes complete and read performance improves since reads do not contend with writes. In the fourth phase at time 125, the controller switches the read-set to be both replicas, improving read performance by 63% as seen in Figure 8(a). The tradeoff is that the first write requests that arrive incur a latency overhead from being temporarily blocked while the write is signalled to the controller, as shown in Figure 8(b). Depending on the application performance needs, this latency overhead can be amortized appropriately by increasing the time interval before assuming the workload is read-only. The best-case performance improvement expected is 2x, but the application (IoMeter) has a low MPL and does not saturate storage in this example.

**Overheads.** The control application changes the forwarding rules infrequently at most every 30 seconds. In an unoptimized implementation, a rule change translated to 418Bytes/flow for updates (40MB for 100,000 flows). The control application received stats every second using 302Bytes/flow for statistics (29MB/s for 100,000 flows). The CPU overhead at the controller is negligible.

### 5.3 File cache control

File caches are important for performance: access to data in the cache is more than 3 orders of magnitude faster than to disks. A well-known problem is that data center tenants today have no control over the location of these caches or their policies [2, 8, 16, 50]. The only abstraction the data center provides to a tenant today is a VM's memory size. This is inadequate in capturing all the places in the IO stack where memory could be allocated. VMs are inadequate even in providing isolation: an aggressive application within a VM can destroy the cache locality of another application within that VM.

Previous work [50] has explored the programmability of caches on the IO stack, and showed that applications and cloud providers can greatly benefit from the ability to customize cache size, eviction and write policies, as well as explicitly control the placement of data in caches along the IO stack. Such explicit control can be achieved by using filter rules [50] installed in a cache. All incoming IO headers are matched against installed filter rules, and an IO is cached if its header matches an installed rule. However, this type of simple control only allows IOs to be cached at some point along their fixed path from the application to the storage server. The ability to route IOs to arbitrary locations in the system using sSwitches while maintaining desired consistency semantics allows disaggregation of cache memory from the rest of a workload’s allocated resources.

This next file cache control application provides several IO stack customizations through waypoint routing. We focus on one here: cache isolation among tenants. Cache isolation in this context means that a) the con-
controller determines how much cache each tenant needs and b) the sSwitches isolate one tenant’s cache from another’s. sRoute controls the path of an IO. It can forward an IO to a particular cache on the data plane. It can also forward an IO to bypass a cache as shown in Figure 9.

The experiment uses two workloads, TPC-E and IoMeter, competing for a storage server’s cache. The storage backend is disks. The TPC-E workload represents queries from an SQL Server database with a footprint of 10GB running within a VM. IoMeter is a random-access read workload with IO sizes of 512KB. sRoute’s policy in this example is to maximize the utilization of the cache with the hit rate measured in terms of IOPS. In the first step, all IO headers are sent to the controller which computes their miss ratio curves using a technique similar to SHARDS [56].

Then, the controller sets up sSwitches so that the IO from IoMeter and from TPC-E go to different caches $C_{IOMeter}$ and $C_{TPCE}$ with sizes provided by SHARDS respectively (the caches reside at the storage server):

1. $<IOMeter,*,*,>(\text{return}<IOMeter,CIOMeter>)$
2. $<TPCE,*,*,>(\text{return}<TPCE,CTPCE>)$

Figure 10 shows the performance of TPC-E when competing with two bursts of activity from the IoMeter workload, with and without sRoute. When sRoute is enabled (Figure 10(b)), total throughput increases when both workloads run. In contrast, with today’s caching (Figure 10(a)) total throughput actually drops. This is because IoMeter takes enough cache away from TPC-E to displace its working set out of the cache. With sRoute, total throughput improves by 57% when both workloads run, and TPC-E’s performance improves by 2x.

Figure 10(c) shows the cache allocations output by our control algorithm when sRoute is enabled. Whenever IoMeter runs, the controller gives it 3/4 of the cache, whereas TPC-E receives 1/4 of the cache, based on their predicted miss ratio curves. This cache allocation leads to each receiving around 40% cache hit ratio. Indeed, the allocation follows the miss ratio curve that denotes what the working set of the TPC-E workload is — after this point diminishing returns can be achieved by providing more cache to this workload. Notice that the controller apportions unused cache to the TPC-E workload 15 seconds after the IoMeter workload goes idle.

**Overheads.** The control application inserted forwarding rules at the storage server. Rule changes were infrequent (the most frequent was every 30 seconds). The control plane uses approximately 178Bytes/flow for rule updates (17MB for 100,000 flows). The control plane subsequently collects statistics from sSwitches and cache stages every control interval (default is 1 second). The statistics are around 456Bytes/flow (roughly 43MB for 100,000 flows). We believe these are reasonable control plane overheads. When SHARD ran it consumed 100% of two cores at the controller.
6 Open questions

Our initial investigation on treating the storage stack like a network provided useful insights into the pros and cons of our approach. We briefly enumerate several open questions that could make for interesting future work. In Section 3.7 we already discussed two promising areas of future work: 1) sRoute currently lacks verification tools that could help programmers and 2) it would be interesting to merge a typical SDN controller with our storage controller into one global controller.

Related to the first area above, more experience is needed, for example, to show whether sRoute rules from multiple control applications can co-exist in the same system safely. Another interesting area of exploration relates to handling policies for storage data at rest. Currently sRoute operates on IO as it is flowing through the system. Once the IO reaches the destination it is considered at rest. It might be advantageous for an sSwitch to initiate itself data movement for such data at rest. That would require new forwarding rule types and make an sSwitch more powerful.

7 Related work

Our work is most related to software-defined networks (SDNs) [9, 13, 17, 25, 28, 44, 54, 58] and software-defined storage (SDS) [2, 53]. Specifically, our work builds directly upon the control-data decoupling enabled by IOFlow [53], and borrows two specific primitives: classification and rate limiting based on IO headers for quiescing. IOFlow also made a case for request routing. However, it only explored the concept for bypassing stages along the path, and did not consider the full IO routing spectrum where the path and endpoint can also change, leading to consistency concerns. This paper provides the full routing abstraction.

There has been much work in providing applications with specialized use of system resources [2, 4, 6, 16, 26]. The Exokernel architecture [16, 26] provides applications direct control over resources with minimal kernel involvement. SPIN [6] and Vino [47] allow applications to download code into the kernel, and specialize resource management for their needs. Another orthogonal approach is to extend existing OS interfaces and pass hints vertically along the IO stack [2–4, 36]. Hints can be passed in both directions between the application and the system, exposing application needs and system resource capabilities to provide a measure of specialization.

In contrast to the above approaches, this paper makes the observation that modern IO stacks support mechanisms for injecting stages with specialized functionality (e.g., in Windows [38], FreeBSD [18] and Linux [34]). sRoute transforms the problem of providing application flexibility into an IO routing problem. sRoute provides a control plane to customize an IO stack by forwarding a tenants’ IO to the right stages without changing the application or requiring a different OS structure.

We built three control applications on top of IO routing. The functionality provided from each has been extensively studied in isolation. For example, application-specific file cache management has shown significant performance benefits [8, 20, 22, 29, 32, 50, 57]. Snapshots, copy-on-write and file versioning all have at their core IO routing. Hard-coded implementations can be found in file systems like ZFS [42], WAFL [21] and btrfs [46]. Similarly, Narayanan et al. describe an implementation of load balancing through IO offloading of write requests [40, 41]. Abd-el-malek et al. describe a system implementation where data can be re-encoded and placed on different servers [1]. Finally, several distributed storage systems each offer different consistency guarantees [5, 7, 10–12, 15, 30, 33, 51, 52].

In contrast to these specialized implementations, sRoute offers a programmable IO routing abstraction that allows for all this functionality to be specified and customized at runtime.

8 Conclusion

This paper presents sRoute, an architecture that enables an IO routing abstraction, and makes the case that it is useful. We show that many specialized functions on the storage stack can be recast as routing problems. Our hypothesis when we started this work was that, because routing is inherently programmable and dynamic, we could substitute hard-coded one-off implementations with one common routing core. This paper shows how sRoute can provide unmodified applications with specialized tail latency control, replica set control and achieve file cache isolation, all to substantial benefit.
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